CONSENSUS PROCESS
Level 1

PROPOSAL OR MOTION

PRESENTATION
CLARIFICATION
BUDGET IMPLICATION
SHORT DISCUSSION

CONSENSUS

NO CONSENSUS?
Level 2

CONSENSUS PROCESS
Level 2

PROPOSAL OR MOTION

MORE INFORMATION
TAKE TIME OUT
MEASURE PROS & CONS
SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION

CONSENSUS

NO CONSENSUS?
Straw Poll

CONSENSUS PROCESS
Level 3

MORE THAN 85 PERCENT WE NEED DECISION
MINORITY POINT OF VIEW
SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION
CHAIR IMPLEMENTS DECISION

LESS THAN 85 PERCENT WE NEED REFLECTION
DELAYING DECISION BY CHAIR
TEMPORARY DECISION BY CHAIR
TO FORM WORKGROUP
POSTPONE WITH MORE INFO
TAKEN BACK TO REGION
NEXT EDM

PROPOSAL FAILS BY CHAIR